We consider a system of M independent, inhomogeneous linear equations in N > M variables having coefficients in an algebraic number field k . We give a best possible lower bound on the inhomogeneous height of a solution vector in kN and determine when a solution exists in (#s)N > where <fs is the ring of S-integers in k . If such a system has a solution vector in {(?s)N > we snow that it has a solution f in (tfs)N such that the inhomogeneous height of C is relatively small. We give an explicit upper bound for this height in terms of the heights of the matrices defining the linear system. Our method uses geometry of numbers over adele spaces and local to global arguments.
Introduction
Let A be an M x N matrix over an algebraic number field k with 1 < rank(A) = M < N and let b ^ 0 be a (column) vector in kM . We consider Diophantine inequalities which arise from the system of inhomogeneous linear equations Ale* = b . If S is a suitable finite set of places of k containing all Archimedean places and (?$ is the ring of S-integers in k, we will show that there exists a solution in (tff)N having relatively small inhomogeneous height. This may be regarded as the inhomogeneous analog of the results obtained in [2] . We give precise definitions for our heights in §2 and note here only that they are identical to that used in the related work [23 and 24] . To begin with we have the following simple lower bound. Before considering upper bounds we note that when studying solutions to A~x = b which occur in (cff)N and initial question to be addressed is the existence of solutions. This classical problem was solved for k = Q and cfs = 1 by I. Heger [14] . Subsequent proofs were given by H. J. S. Smith [22] and G. Frobenius [11, pp. 171-173] . It is instructive to recall Heger's result. Sup The main problem which we consider is to establish the existence of solutions to the inhomogeneous equation Ale* = b which occur in (cfs)N and which have small inhomogeneous height. The results obtained in [2] for the homogeneous problem made use of the analog in the adele ring zcA of Minkowski's theorem on successive minima in the geometry of numbers. In the present paper we will also require an adelic formulation of some classical inequalities for the inhomogeneous minimum of a suitable subset of (kA)L . This method naturally leads to an inequality containing constants which depend on the field k and the codimension L = N -M. Of these, ck(L), which is given by (2.2) and (2.3), is completely explicit. The constant z^(zc) defined by (5.3) is less so. Essentially, u(k) is the maximum distance, in an appropriate sense, between a point of riu|oo k» and the nearest point in the ring cfk of algebraic integers in k. In order that our results be as explicit as possible we give an upper bound for v(k) in §7. 
where L = N -M.
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We note that the bound (1.4) is independent of S. It applies whenever the equation Ale* = b has a solution in (cfs)N ■ In view of Theorem 2, for each choice of A and b we may select S so that the complimentary set of places S is given by S = {v : v t oo and HV(A) = Hv(A~b)}.
As A and b are defined over k it is obvious that S contains all but finitely many places. It is possible in very simple situations to demonstrate that nontrivial cases of equality may occur in each of the inequalities (1.1) and (1.4). Consider, for example, the Diophantine equation axxx + a2x2 = b, to be solved in integers Xi, x2 under the assumption that ai, a2, and b are integers with g.c.d.(ax, af) = 1. The inhomogeneous height of such a solution is then (I + x2 + x2)xl2. If S\, £2 represents one integer solution then every integer solution has the form xi=S,i-na2, x2=S,2 + nai, zzeZ.
Thus the minimum inhomogeneous height of a solution is min{ 1 + (Si -naf)2 + (Si + nax)2f¡2. \j\=m' 7 \i\=m' \\J\=m> 7
for some e, 0 < e < 1/2, and max\j\=M | det(^ b )j\ is sufficiently large. The authors wish to thank the referee for several helpful suggestions concerning the organization of this paper.
Heights and projections
We assume throughout that the number field k has degree d over Q. If v is a place of k we write k^ for the completion of k at v . Then dv = [kv: <QV] denotes the local degree. If v is an infinite place we write || ||i, for the usual Euclidean absolute value on ky . If v is finite then || ||t, denotes the unique absolute value on k" which extends the usual p-adic absolute value on Qp, where v\p . We will also employ a second absolute value | |v at each place v by setting | |" = || ||" . If a £ k, a ^ 0, then the product formula takes the We write ß for the normalized Haar measure on the adele ring kA which is induced by the product measure Uv ßv . If (kf)L is the L-fold product of adele spaces we write V for the product Haar measure ßL on (kpZ)L ■ In the geometry of numbers over (zcA)¿ the Haar measure V plays the role of volume in the classical theory. Of course we will always identify k and kL with their canonical injections in zcA and (kf)L , respectively.
If L > 1 is an integer it will be convenient to define
where Ak is the discriminant of k. Because of our normalization of ßv we have
at each infinite place v of k. At the finite places we will make use of the identity Of course HV(A) = I at almost all places v. Further properties of these heights are given in [24, §2] . If X is an JV x L matrix over k or kv , 1 < rank(X) = L < N, we define H(X) and HV(X) by applying the above definitions to the transpose of X. Now it will be convenient to write jX for the L x L submatrix of X having rows indexed by the elements of /, where J ç {1,2,..., N} and \J\ = L. In particular, if le £ kN then H(^) = l[Hv(^) = ll\^\v denotes the global height of le*. If a £ k , a ^ 0, then H(a~x) = H(~x) by the product formula. Thus H is a homogeneous height on kN-it may by regarded as a height on the projective space F^_1 . In the present paper we require an inhomogeneous height on kN . We obtain this by mapping x in F into ( * ) in kN+x and then applying H on kN+x. That is, the inhomogeneous height of~x in kN is simply H{\). Suppose that X is an N x L matrix over ky , 1 < rank(X) = L < N. We use X to define an N x N matrix Pv = PV(X) as follows:
(i) If v \ oo we select J ç {1, 2, ... , N) so that \J\ = L and HV(X) = max|det/XL = I det ¡XL . A proof of (2.9) is given in [24, Lemma 7] . Another important quantity associated with an admissible subset 3i is the inhomogeneous minimum p = p(3$), which we now define. As is well known, (k\)L is a locally compact abelian group, kL ç (kk)L is a discrete subgroup and the quotient (kA)L/kL is compact. It is not difficult to show that z£% must contain a fundamental set for (kA)L/kL if z > 0 is sufficiently large. This may be proved as in [25, Proposition 6, p. 89]. We define p(3l) to be the infimum of positive real numbers z such that z3l contains a complete set of representatives of the cosets modulo kL in (kf)L . That is, we define (5.2) p = p(9!) = inf\z>ü: (kA)L ç \J (z3l + ~S) > .
As in the classical situation there are simple inequalities which relate p(3?) and the successive minima of M . In order to establish these in the adelic setting we need to introduce a field constant. At each infinite place v of k let cfv = {x £ kv: \\x\\v < 1}, (and, of course, cfv is defined for v \ oo by (2.1)). Then Z?k = \\vcfv ç kk is an admissible subset. We define
so that v depends only on k . For example, z/(Q) = 1/2 and this amounts to the observation that the distance from a real number to the nearest integer is less than or equal to 1/2. In our proof of Theorem 3 we require the following adelic version of a well-known inequality of Jarnik [18] , (see also [8, p. 313] Proof. Let 7¡, 72, ... , 7¿ be independent vectors in kL such that for each /, I < I < L, {l/i, ... , 7¡} ç X31 whenever X¡ < X. Assume that p < \Xi.
Let Ti and z2 satisfy p < Tj < \XL < z2 and Zi + z2 < Xl . Then select Since p < Zi there exists S € kL such that (wv -S) £ Zi3l. That is, \7l -S £ i\Rv at each infinite place and 7l -S e Rv at each finite place.
If v | oo then ziRv is symmetric, hence S -\7f e tiRv ■ As \Xl < z2 we also have \ul £ t2Rv . Using the convexity of Rv we conclude that both
S =(S -j7L) + (X27L) and 7L -S = (\7L -S) + (|«¿))
are in ZiRv + z2Rv = (zi +zf)Rv . If v \ oo then 7l and 7¿ -S are both in Rv . As Rv is an ¿f" -module we also have that S € Rv . These observations at the finite and infinite places of k imply that S and ~u f -S are both vectors in (ti + zf)3l D (kL) .As Zi + z2 < Xl we must have {S ,7L-S } Ç span¿.{"w i, ... , ~ÏÏL-i}.
But this contradicts our assumption that l?i, ... , 7l-\ , 7l are linearly independent. It follows that \Xi < p . If 3Î ç (kf)L is admissible we may regard V(32) as fixed and then ask how large the sum Xi + X2 H-+ A¿ can be subject to the constraint (5.1) arising from Minkowski's second theorem and a lower bound on Xx. If 0 < Xq < Xx it is easy to prove that Xi+X2-\-\-Xi is largest when Xq = Xi = X2 = ■■■ = X¿-i and (X0)d{L-x)XdLV(3?) = 2dL . This argument is due to Scherk [21] and shows that
Proof of Theorem 3
Let A be an M x N matrix over k, 1 < rank(^) = M < N and suppose that 7 £ kM, 7 Ï 7. We define X = {~x £ kN : Ale = 7} and we assume that {~x*i, le2, ... If v | oo then a standard calculation using (2.4) leads to
When we combine (2.5), (6.1), and (6.2) we find that When we apply (5.5) with (6.3) and the lower bound (6.4) for Ai we obtain the upper bound
for the inhomogeneous minimum of 31.
At each place v we have Pv £ £ Xv . As the columns of X form a basis for Xv over kv , there exists an ~av £ (kv)L such that Pv S -X~ötv . Using (2.9)
we have \X~a v\v <\S\V = I at almost all finite places v . Thus (a,) may be regarded as a point in (zcA)L . Therefore, if p = p(3?) < z there exists a point z £ kL so that {a y -~~z) £ z3ê. In fact, kL is discrete in (zcA)L and the closure of each z3ê is compact, hence we may assume that (~av -~z) is in the closure of p3Z . In other words, we have and therefore
From (6.8) and (6.9) we conclude that Finally, the inequality (1.4) in the statement of the theorem follows from (6.5) and (6.10).
7. An estimate for v(k)
In general a precise evaluation of v(k) in terms of the elementary invariants of k does not seem to be known. For many qualitative results it is important only to know that v(k) is finite (note the discussion in Cassels [9, pp. 64-68] ). Here we would like the inequality (1.4) to be as explicit as possible and so we provide the following estimate.
Theorem 6. Let k be an algebraic number field but assume that k is not isomorphic to Q(V^T) and k is not isomorphic to Q(\/-3). Then In particular we have (7.4) (7.5)
Before proving Theorem 6 we make a few remarks. The inequality (7.1) is deduced from a more general theorem of Birch [1] and Kneser [19] together with known lower bounds for the discriminant of number fields. During the course of the argument it is necessary to directly evaluate v(k) in four special cases and these are all imaginary quadratic fields. In fact the evaluation of v(k) for an arbitrary imaginary quadratic field follows easily from a result of J. Heinhold [15] and we record it here as (7.2) and (7.3).
It is easy to see that v(k) can be defined using cfk and only the Archimedean completions of k . Suppose that v*(k) is the infimum of real numbers z > 0 such that for each (yv) in \[vXooK there exists S m @k suchthat ||y"-¿;|k < t at each v | oo. By setting yv = 0 for v \ oo it is clear that u*(k) < v(k). Now let (av) be a point of zcA. By the strong approximation theorem there exists n £ k such that ||a" -n\\v < 1 at each v \ oo. If S e cfk then \\av -n-S\\v < 1 continues to hold at each finite v . It follows that v(k) < v*(k).
V(QW-l)) = -j=\\ 1 TV 11/2 u(QW-3)) = ^|A0fv/z3)|1/2.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let ai,o2, ... ,od be the distinct embeddings of k into the field C of complex numbers. We assume that Oi, o2, ... , or are real, that or+i, or+2, ... , or+s are complex and not real, and that or+J = or+s+j for j = 1,2, ... , s. Then we suppose that coi, co2, ... , cod is an integral basis for cfk . We write Í2 for the d We recall that each Archimedean absolute value S -* \\S\\v on tfk coincides with a map S -* Wj(S)\, I < j < r + s, and this correspondence is bijective. As each S ecfk has a unique expansion then v(k) = p(K) < \(2/n)s\Ak\xl2, which is (7.1). Thus it remains to determine those number fields k which satisfy (7.7).
If we use the classical lower bound (n / 4)s (dd / d\) < \Ak\xl2 due to Minkowski we find that (7.7) holds whenever 5 < d . In order to deal with the remaining cases let S(r, s) denote the minimum value of \Ak\ over all number fields k having r real and s complex places. The value of ô(r, s) has been determined at least for r + 2s = d < 5 and we record it here in Table 1 . [20] and J. Hunter [17] , respectively. Plainly they demonstrate that (7.7) holds for 1 < d < 5 except possibly when k is an imaginary quadratic field. We now proceed to consider this exceptional case. this leads immediately to (7.2) and (7.3). It is now trivial to verify that the bound (7.1) holds for Q(v^2) and QKx/^T) but fails to hold in the two cases Q(\/-T) and Qiv^I). For these we have the identities (7.4) and (7.5) from the result of Heinhold. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.
